
About the release 
 
Zanzinger’s “Self-portrait at 24”  is an intimate and upmost personal look at the 

Budapest-based folk artist’s vision on storytelling. The extended play consists of four songs, 
each of them dealing with certain aspects of loss and misuse between people. The first in 
line “A Kind of Love”  is playing with the loosening ties in a relationship and the small physical 
symptoms of a bond about to be broken. The title track “Self-portrait at 24”  follows it in the 
most minimalistic manner possible. Freezing that first moment of timely yet unexpected 
solitude in which one is obliged to measure actions and their consequences for the first time, 
no matter how uncomfortable it turns out to be. 

The third rendition “Flown”  is about the distance and the delusion and how the two 
can grow and disappear in correlation. As the text itself is an expressive approach to telling 
the story, it’s focus is on the small emotional vibrations in slow-motion. The final one “Wild 
Buzzard”  might turn out to be the most canonical folk song of the release as it respects 
tradition in its structure yet it has some urban subjectivity to offer in conclusion. 

The EP contains solo live versions of the first four songs from Zanzinger’s upcoming 
debut LP all of which was recorded in a limited number of unedited takes in a small 
countryside chapel in rural Hungary earlier this automn. Singer-songwriter Daniel Misota and 
sound engineer András Upor decided to work in mono with this one to keep the sound as 
low-key as possible. The method of the recordings pays hommage to early 20th century 
blues records this way, although the sound is not trying to mock any vintage quality. All 
songs are to be released as single take videos as well on suiting platforms. 

 
About the artist 
 

Singer-songwriter Daniel Misota began playing music under the name Zanzinger in 
2014. Coming from Budapest, but touring the world with small theatre projects in his late 
teens and early twenties he started writing songs as a personal practice that didn’t remain 
unnoticed for long. With musical interest in american folk genres, experimental jazz and 
literary focus on english romanticism and american transcendentalism, Misota is borrowing 
the attitude of late delta blues greats towards performing though he is keen on defying his 
own oppressive status quo as a european white male in his songs. While having gigs on his 
plate such as supporting Asaf Avidan and an upcoming solo EU tour, he is currently finishing 
his debut LP with his band due early next year. 
 
Personnel 
 
Daniel Misota - music and words/vocals and guitars 
András Upor - sound engineering, mixing and mastering 
Emese Sandor - artwork and photography 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Links 
 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfcZTuGzD76Sj47-XXgwH3ZyBxTiRNMxa 
(full album stream with live videos - private link) 
 
https://soundcloud.com/zanzinger/sets/self-portrait-at-24-press-preview/s-mRXFf 
(full album stream with lossless audio - private link) 
 
https://fb.com/zanzinger 
(Zanzinger facebook) 
https://lonewaltz.com 
(label website) 
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